Abstract-Embedded real-time image processing applications working on large images have to process and store huge amounts of data. Consequently the organization of the memory buffers and the precise determination of the required buffer sizes are critical steps for efficient system implementation. In this paper, we propose a new method, that permits the analysis to be performed automatically for local image processing algorithms. The latter ones are specified by help of the Windowed Synchronous Data Flow (WSDF) model, a multi-dimensional model of computation which has been especially designed to represent local image processing algorithms. This paper introduces a corresponding buffer organization leading to solutions comparable to hand-built designs concerning the required memory. Special care is taken, so that also large problems in terms of the image size can be analyzed. The applicability of our approach is demonstrated by help of a JPEG2000 decoder model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Increasing capacities of Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) allow the realization of very powerful and complex image processing systems. This however also leads to an expensive and time consuming development process. In order to escape this complexity trap, automatic system implementation is expected to play an important role in future development processes. In this context image processing algorithms are particularly challenging due to required throughput and memory consumption, especially when they operate on large images.
Unfortunately, the memory available on Field Programmable Gate Arrays is quite limited. Thus, in order to obtain energy and resource efficient implementations, buffering of complete images in the chip must be avoided whenever possible. Consequently, the determination of the amount of memory which is actually required to perform a given algorithm is a crucial step during automatic system implementation, because often it is sufficient to only store a couple of lines instead of the whole image.
Data flow specifications like Synchronous Data Flow (SDF) [1] or Cyclo Static Data Flow (CSDF) [2] have shown to be a well suited specification method for automatic system analysis and implementation, because they intuitively represent the inherent coarse grained parallelism of a given algorithm. For this purpose, the latter one is modeled as a graph of Christian Haubelt, Jurgen Teich iversity of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany { haubelt,teich} @ cs.fau.de so called actors, representing processes, and edges describing transport of so called data tokens.
However, as shown in [3] , data flow models using onedimensional tokens are not able to represent all important characteristics of multi-dimensional image processing algorithms: SDF models for instance often require to represent a complete image by a single token. This granularity is insufficient for buffer analysis and results in extremely large buffer sizes. CSDF on the other hand leads to more efficient realizations concerning memory consumption, because each pixel can be represented by an individual token. However, important parts of the memory required for buffering of pixels are hidden in the actors and can hence not be analyzed. Consequently, [3] developed the multi-dimensional Windowed Synchronous Data Flow (WSDF) which focuses on the static modeling of local image processing algorithms for real-time implementations. Images are represented as multi-dimensional arrays which are sampled by possibly overlapping windows. This geometric information allows for better representation of possible scheduling strategies and buffer requirements.
In this paper, we introduce a buffer organization for algorithms specified by WSDF and present a new method, how to automatically determine the required memory for implementation. Due to the tight interaction between execution times and buffer size, we also introduce a new scheduling concept for multi-dimensional data flow graphs. It goes beyond the work presented in [4] by allowing for multi processor implementations and more complex invocation orders. Thereby we assume, that the latter ones are given by application and implementation constraints. A JPEG2000 decoder [5] serves as example in order to show the usefulness of our approach. The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section II gives some related work and compares it with our buffer analysis method. Section III summarizes the principles of WSDF as being the base of our buffer analysis method and introduces our JPEG2000 decoder model. Section IV describes our extended actor invocation concept. Section V discusses the applied buffer model, and Section VI shows, how the occurring buffer parameters can be efficiently calculated. Section VII finally discusses the obtained simulation results.
II. RELATED WORK Determination of the memory required for implementation of an algorithm is a very complex task discussed extensively in literature. Ref. [6] and [7] propose corresponding algorithms for one-dimensional SDF graphs. However they cannot be applied to multi-dimensional models of computation, because due to different read and write orders, more complex memory models than simple FIFO buffers must be applied.
In the context of data flow models, these questions are less studied. However, various publications exist in the domain of memory analysis for loop-programs. Ref. [8] uses point counting in polytopes in order to obtain the exact number of required memory cells for sequential loop execution. In hardware however several operations and algorithms are executed in parallel, which requires extended buffer analysis capabilities. Ref. [9] and [10] both allow for parallel loop execution. Whereas [9] performs linearization in the array space, [10] uses a rectangular buffer model. Ref. [11] presents a mathematical framework for analysis and comparison of different memory allocation functions, supposing, that the set of loop iterations not being able to share the same memory cell is given. How to determine this set is not in the focus of the paper.
The above presented work uses some sort of loop programs as problem specification, needing a complex extraction of the contained parallelism. Thornberg et al. [12] recently illustrated how polytope based buffer analysis can be applied to a data flow specification in IMEM. This is similar to our approach which is based on Windowed Synchronous Data Flow representing the inherent coarse grained algorithm parallelism in an intuitive way. However in contrast to [12] , our buffer analysis is done during graph simulation, thus not needing polytope extraction and embedding them into a common iteration space. This allows to easily deploy arbitrary scheduling strategies, like self-timed parallel execution of actors in an FPGA or sequential execution on a shared processor. Additionally in our method it is possible, that actors use different invocation orders which are given by implementation and application constraints. Finally our approach includes a concrete memory model and thus delivers exact results whereas [12] performs fast estimations based on data dependency vectors. The major contribution of this paper is a simulative buffer analysis algorithm which is able to process applications using very large image sizes. The underlying buffer model is such, that the obtained buffer sizes are close to hand-built systems.
III. THE JPEG2000 WSDF MODEL JPEG2000 is an algorithm for layered compression of still images [5] . It makes use of local image processing algorithms and pixel re-ordering and is hence chosen to illustrate our buffer analysis technique. This section briefly introduces the major components of the JPEG2000 algorithm and their representation by the WSDF model of computation. We also shortly explain the principles of WSDF in order to simplify the understanding of the rest of this paper. Further details can be found in [3] . JPEG2000 splits the image to compress into different subimages, so called tiles, in order to allow for fast access to different regions. These tiles are decorrelated by a wavelet transform and entropy encoded. Fig. l(a) shows the corresponding decoder flow. Module a,, also called actor, represents the entropy decoder reading the JPEG2000 bit stream and outputting the wavelet coefficients in the order shown in Fig. 1(b) . The latter one is related to the JPEG2000 bit stream which transports the tiles in a sequential manner. Consequently, this order is maintained by the entropy decoder in order to simplify its implementation and reduce internal memory requirements.
The two-dimensional inverse wavelet transform is represented by the linear filter a2. It performs a sliding window operation by sampling the input image with overlapping windows and calculating an output value for each input window. For reasons of simplicity, we omit border processing although supported by both our modeling language WSDF [3] and by our buffer analysis method. Actor a3 finally performs a pixel reordering. This is necessary as most display devices require the image to be available in a raster scan order whereas both actors a, and a2 process the tiles in sequential order.
Consequently, actor a3 outputs the resulting image line by line.
Each of these operations require a certain amount of memory. As we cannot afford to store complete images on FPGAs, this paper focuses on the question, how the required memory size can be obtained in an automatic manner for the wavelet transform and the pixel re-ordering. In order to have a formal base for its solution, the JPEG2000 decoder is modeled by a WSDF graph as shown in Fig. 1 . Windowed Synchronous Data Flow (WSDF) is a multidimensional model of computation consisting of a set of actors A and a set of edges E C A x A transporting data between a source node and its sink node. It allows to represent sliding window algorithms which sample an array of data elements with overlapping windows.
Each invocation of an actor a e A being source of an edge ej (a = src (ej)) results in the production of a so called effective token. The latter one is an array of data elements (pixels) whose number is specified by the vector 23; e N'.
The vector dot product (pj, ei) defines the array size in dimension i. n is the number of considered dimensions. Several of these effective tokens are grouped to so called virtual tokens. They correspond to images or image tiles and define the data elements on which the sliding window operation takes place. The number of data elements forming a virtual token is given by the vector vj. Fig. 1 illustrates this notation by help of our JPEG2000 decoder example. In this special case, the effective tokens consist of a single pixel, hence p = (1, 1)T. In other words, each execution of an actor produces one result pixel. These pixels are grouped to tiles (for actors a, and a2) and images (for actor a3), both identified by virtual tokens.
The data generated in this way on each edge ej e E can be accessed by the corresponding sink actor snk (ej). For each invocation it reads the data elements belonging to a sliding window whose size is specified by the vector Cj e N'. The window propagation is defined by help of the vector Acj C Nn. (Acj, ej) represents the distance between two windows in dimension ei. If an actor a has both input and output edges, then the above definitions uniquely specify the data elements which must be read in order to generate a given effective output token.
The JPEG2000 decoder example in Fig. 1 uses two different window sizes. The wavelet transform is a local algorithm assumed to apply a 3 x 3 window, whereas actor a3 only reads individual pixels.
A. Invocation Enumeration
The above definitions allow to calculate for each actor a C A the so called repetition vector 7 (a) [3] . (7r (a), ei ) specifies, how often actor a has to fire in dimension ei so that the graph returns into its initial state. In other words, it is assured, that each produced data element is also consumed and that each window has returned to the equivalent of its initial position. Hence, the amount of data elements stored in the edge buffers returns to its initial value after each actor has performed the corresponding number of invocations.
Based on the repetition vector, each actor invocation can be enumerated by a vector a C Fa C Nn, the so called invocation vector, whereas fa = 0 represents the first actor execution. The set of all occurring invocations for actor a, the so called firing space, is given by
This firing space for actor a is bounded by the repetition vector r (a) except for the last dimension. This is, because WSDF graphs operate on infinite streams of data. Hence, the firing space is extended in dimension e-in order to assure, that each vector fa uniquely specifies an actor invocation.
All the data elements produced and consumed on a WSDF edge e during graph execution represent the so called token space Ge. The relation between a data element ge and its producing source actor invocation fa is given by the function Pe: Ge > Fa > ge [1] [2] [3] [4] Fig. 1(b) shows the token spaces for our JPEG2000 decoder example. For edges el and e2, they consist of two image tiles whereas actor a3 generates a single output image. The figure furthermore illustrates the order, by which the data elements are produced. Actors a, and a2 for instance generate one image tile after the other, whereas actor a3 alternately reads the two input tiles in order to combine them to the resulting image. The next section will show how these scanning orders can be formally specified.
IV. ACTOR INVOCATION ORDER
As explained in Section III, the execution orders of the different actors depend on external constraints like data organization of the JPEG2000 stream or interfaces to display devices. Consequently, as shown in Fig. l(b) , the actors do not traverse the firing space simply line by line. Instead, the latter one is subdivided into so called firing blocks which themselves are traversed line by line. For the given example WSDF graph, the invocation order of actors a, and a2 can be described by two firing blocks, namely tiles and images, whereas the invocation order of actor a3 is only given by the output image. These invocation orders have a great influence on the required buffer size and must hence be taken into account during buffer analysis.
As the WSDF graph itself does not contain any information about the invocation order, this section develops a corresponding specification method. For this purpose, we specify for each actor a C A a so called multi-dimensional schedule Oa: Fa IT C Zq, q e N [11] . It assigns to each invocation vector fa a multi-dimensional execution time Oa (fa). However, as not being a scalar, it does not represent the temporal execution time, but only establishes an invocation order: invocation fa,i is performed strictly before fa,2, iff Oa ra, COa fa,2 is a lexicographic order on T,for which ho ds: u1, u2 C , l C i Xi, 1 < i < q: (2) n is the number of token dimensions, q the number of firing block levels which divide the firing space. For our application in Fig. 1 , we have q = 2 firing block levels for edges el and e2, namely images and tiles. mi,k defines, how many invocations belong to a firing block on level k in dimension i. The conditions in Equation 2(b) assure, that the complete firing space is covered by equally sized firing blocks.
All actors given in Fig. 1 Hence fa,1 is executed before fa,2.
In the following section, we will introduce a buffer model which takes into account the actor invocation order in order to obtain memory efficient implementations.
V. THE LINEARIZED BUFFER MODEL
Local image processing algorithms often require the storage of pixels because input data elements are read several times. This is exemplarily illustrated in Fig. l(b) for edge el. As actor a2 requires simultaneous access to 9 pixels, the gray hatched data elements are those which have to be stored at least in the edge buffer. In the context of buffer analysis, we call a data element live at time t, when it has been produced at time tp < t and will be read at time tr > t.
Besides the WSDF parameters and the actor invocation order, the required memory depends on the applied memory model or allocation function ore : Ge > Nq, q e N.
The latter one assigns to each data element g C Ge its corresponding memory cell. Ref. [10] for example proposes a rectangular buffer model given by the allocation function (7e: g 1-ge mod b. The number of possible memory cells can be calculated by H=1( b , ei). Hence, for n = 2, the buffer can be thought of ( , e lines each consisting of b b , e) data elements. However, for edge el in Fig. 1, this allocation function would require a storage buffer of 3 lines with a capacity of 5 data elements each. Hence an overall buffer size of 3 5 15 data elements would be necessary instead of 2 5 + 3 13. As Darte et. al. showed in [11] , that linearization in production order leads in general to a good efficiency, we apply this concept by developing in the following a corresponding allocation function for the WSDF model of computation.
A. Hierarchical Data Element Identifier
The order by which the data elements are produced is not determined by their coordinate ge in the token space, but by the position of the producing actor invocation in the firing block hierarchy. Consequently, in order to develop a closed formula of our allocation function, we introduce a hierarchical data element identifier gh which does not base on the coordinate in the token space, but on the producing source actor invocation:
M is an injective mapping. Hence gh is an alternative hierarchical representation of the data element identifier, using the actor schedule 0a of the source actor a = src (e) and the relation defined in Equation (1).
Ye, e) mod (P, e) identifies the position of the data element in the inner of the produced effective token, Oa (Pe (g)) the image tile or block to which the data element belongs to. Taking for example edge 1 of Fig. 1 , we would obtain h ft (9 2 (go co la%4, (, %5, 0, 0.
The first two coordinates tell, to which produced image tile the data element g belongs to. The next two coordinates give the position of the data element in the inner of the image tile. The last two coordinates are always zero, because one effective token consists of exactly one data element.
For an edge e, the set Gh {M (g) g C Gd contains all existing hierarchical data element coordinates g h
B. The Linearized Allocation Function
The introduction of the hierarchical data element identifier in Section V-A allows to establish a closed formula of the applied buffer model. This allocation function assigns to each data element belonging to edge e a corresponding memory address and thus defines the required buffer size. 
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. Zn(q+l) (3) Agh is the component wise maximum for all occurring hierarchical data element identifiers, with (Ag, el) = 00.
With these definitions, it can be shown by some simple mathematical operations, that 8e g assigns to each data element a unique linearized address. The linearization is performed in production order as illustrated in Fig. 1 for edge el. In other words, a data element which is produced earlier in time is assigned to a smaller linearized memory address. Applying for instance equations (3) and (5) 
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The linearized address 8e h cannot be used directly in order to select a memory cell of the edge buffer. This is, because WSDF graphs operate on an infinite stream of data, hence Ge (gh) is not bounded. Instead, equation (4) maps different linearized addresses ,e (eh) to the same memory cell oe (f), whose overall number is given by the parameter Be. This of course is only possible, if no conflicts occur. In other words, the buffer size Be must be chosen in such a way, that two live data elements are not mapped to the same memory cell. This is subject of the next section.
VI. DETERMINATION OF THE BUFFER SIZE
In order to achieve an efficient implementation, the parameter Be of the linearized buffer model must be set to the smallest possible value, so that two live data elements are never mapped to the same memory cell for the given schedule. This can be realized by calculating the maximum difference between the linearized addresses for all live data elements: Be (t) max (ge (7) Consequently, in order to determine Be by simulation, it would be possible to calculate the value of equation (6) by scanning the token space for live data elements whenever a new data element is produced. However, such an exhaustive search leads to very bad run-time behavior, if the token space is huge-sized. Consequently, in this section we propose a new and more efficient method which profits from the following corollary:
Corollary 1: Given two data elements 9hi and gh2^w ith ge'l C_ ge'2, then (9,) (gehl) < (9,) (ge,2)
The proof of this coro lary basically requires the determination of some upper bounds with simple mathematical operations. As not offering new insights into the problem it is omitted due to space limitations.
Thanks to Corollary 1, we can transform Equation (6) to the following expression:
Be (t) = 8e (maxc eh (t)) -e (mind eh (t)) + 1 Be = maxt Be (t) As Lh (t) is defined using the hierarchical data element identifiers introduced in Section V-A, determination of maxC Lh (t) is very easy: due to our linearization in production order, it is simply the last produced data element.
For determination of mink Lh (t), we can profit from the properties of the HLB actor invocation order and usage of an efficient data structure as explained in the following subsection.
A. Tree Structure for Determination of mind Ljh (t)
Due to the special properties of the HLB actor invocation order, mind Lh (t) can be efficiently calculated by help of a tree data structure. It has n (q + 1) levels and is illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . q corresponds to the number of firing block levels as explained in Section IV. Each node on level 1 < i < n (q + 1) is identified by a (i-1)-tuple (ki,.. . , ki-1), with 0 < kj < (max The value of a node on level i at time t corresponds to the smallest coordinate ( ki_1))). This proceeding is illustrated in Fig. 2(a) , showing parts of the tree belonging to edge e2 of Fig. 1 . The first two levels identify the lexicographically smallest image tile which contains at least one live data element. The values of the third level nodes equal the smallest row number of an image tile containing a live data element, etc. Levels 5 and 6 are omitted, because their node values are always zero. The shown node values correspond to the live data element distribution given in part c) of the figure.
The above described tree traversal leads to the bold path and hence to mind Lh (t) = (0, 0, 1, 2,... )T which identifies the striped data element.
C. Tree Update
Due to our linearization in production order, mind Lh (t)
can only change due to consumption. Each time a data element is read the last time, it will not be live any more. Hence the tree must be updated, because mind Lh (t) can increase. The update must be performed in such a way, that Equation (7) is always true. Fig. 3 shows the corresponding algorithm when HLB actor invocation orders are used. It starts from a tree leaf and moves towards the root. rj stands for the currently processed tree node, geh for the data element which is read the last time. If several data elements are read the last time, then they have to be processed in lexicographic order.
For illustration of the algorithm, we suppose the live data element distribution shown in Fig. 2(c) belonging to edge e2 o = (gXe"'), * *,(gexn-(q+l)-1)) Fig. 3 . Update of the tree data structure for determination of min-.h (t).
in Fig. 1 . The striped data element shall be read the last time. If the algorithm in Fig. 3 arrives at the tree node (0, 0, 1), its value is increased by one. As 3 > 2, it is recognized by help of line (04), that the second line of the first image tile is completely processed. Hence, the algorithm moves to the parent node and increases its value. Once again line (04) indicates, that also the whole upper left image tile has been processed, and the algorithm moves to node (0). Its value is increased by one, in order to indicate, that the lexicographically smallest data element is now expected in the upper right image tile. Note, that this is always true due to the special properties of the HLB actor invocation, because the latter one makes it impossible for the sink to read the crossed data element before the striped one. Hence, the last line of the upper right image tile must be live (as in our example) or will become live. Furthermore, mind Lh (t) can never decrease. Fig. 2(b) shows the tree after its update. It now indicates, that the data element gh = (0, 1, 1, 0,.. .), marked by a cross in Fig. 2(c) , is the lexicographically smallest live data element.
D. Complexity of the Algorithm
The required memory size for the algorithm is dominated by the tree data structure. As (g, h is not bounded, in principle an infinite tree must be stored. Fortunately, only the nodes describing simultaneously live tokens must be hold at the same time in the memory. This leads to a tree size in the order of the number of simultaneously live data elements.
The computational complexity of this algorithm comprises two parts: tree establishment and determination of the buffer parameters. The complexity of the tree establishment is in the order of tree nodes. As an edge buffer can only increase with token production, the buffer size Be is updated with each invocation of the source actor. For each consumption, the tree must be updated. Hence, the overall complexity is 0 (z), z being the number of produced and consumed data elements during simulation.
E. Stimulation by Simulation
The actually required buffer size heavily depends on the graph schedule, hence the time when the different actors of the WSDF graph are executed. Consequently, we perform schedule determination and buffer analysis simultaneously by simulation. This allows to easily deploy different scheduling criteria, as for instance self-timed parallel execution and sequential ASAP (As Soon As Possible) scheduling with resource sharing. The self-timed parallel execution is more hardware related where an actor fires as soon as enough input data is available. The sequential ASAP scheduling is more software oriented where different actors have to share the same processing resource. As a consequence, the different actors are influencing each other due to resource conflicts.
Determination of the order by which the different actors are executed on a shared processor resource is a difficult question extensively treated in literature ( [13] , [6] ), and is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead the major focus lies in the buffer determination by simulation. Hence, here we restrict to graphs without cycles. In this case, the minimum buffer size is achieved, if the sink actor of an edge has higher priority then the corresponding source actor. In other words, the source actor of an edge is only executed when the corresponding sink is blocked due to missing data elements. Fig. 4 illustrates the simulation flow used for schedule determination and buffer analysis. Three different cycles can be distinguished, depending whether only the sink, the source or both actors should be fired. This decision not only depends on the available data elements, but also on the scheduling strategy. For instance, if a sequential ASAP schedule is applied, it is never possible to fire both the source and the sink actor.
Each time the source actor produces some data, the maximum buffer size is determined as described above. After each invocation of the sink actor, the tree data structure is updated. When both actors fire, the buffer determination is realized before the execution of the sink, in order to take into account, that the data elements accessed by the source and the sink must be simultaneously available. Simulation can be terminated when both actors have executed at least as often as described by the corresponding repetition vector and to calculate the corresponding buffer size. As our example graph does not have any cycles, these individually calculated buffers are also sufficient for execution of the overall graph. For cyclic graphs, the buffer analysis technique described in section VI can be applied in exactly the same way. However a more sophisticated simulation environment for stimulation and scheduling is required which is out of scope for this paper. Table I shows the simulation results on a Pentium 4 with 3 GHz for edges el and e2 of Fig. 1 , using two different scheduling strategies. It gives the number of memory cells necessary for the edge buffer, the simulation run-time per schedule period, and the required heap program memory during simulation. The latter one is dominated by the size of the tree data structure required for buffer analysis. In order to obtain significant results, we used a tile size of Fv = (2048,1088)T and v2 = (2046,1086)T. Hence, the image produced by actor a3 has a size of r3 = (4092,1086)T pixels. Although being quite large, the amount of memory required for the tree data structure is less then 62 kBytes.
The obtained results are compared against a rectangular buffer as given in Section V. As expected, the linearization in production order performs better than the rectangular buffer model. Taking for instance the sequential ASAP schedule for edge el, a buffer of 4099 memory cells is required. As the image tile produced by actor a, has a width of 2048 pixels, the edge buffer corresponds to a ring buffer with a capacity of two tile lines and three pixels. This is the minimum buffer size required for a 3 x 3 sliding window and used in many different hand-built implementations [14] . The rectangular buffer model requires three complete tile lines, as all buffer lines must have the same size.
For the self-timed parallel scheduling, the linearized buffer model requires one additional memory cell in comparison with the sequential ASAP schedule. This is, because the source already writes the next pixel value while the sink is still accessing the current window. For the rectangular buffer model, the situation gets even worse. The reason is illustrated in Fig. 5 , showing the tiles produced by actor a,. Due to parallel actor invocation it happens, that the sink is still reading the second tile of the first image whereas the source already produces the first pixel of the first tile belonging to the second image. As a consequence, the maximum horizontal distance between two live data elements counts not only one, but two image tiles. Consequently, a single buffer line consists of 4096 instead of 2048 data elements leading to a huge waste of buffer space. The linearized buffer model does not show these problems, because due to linearization in production order, the difference between the linearized addresses (9 (g) -9(9 (g) amounts just one. Hence, parallel actor execution does not have the tremendous effect on the buffer size as for the rectangular buffer model. Edge e2 illustrates the tremendous influence of the invocation order. Although using a window of one single pixel, a huge edge buffer is required, because the pixels are not produced and read in the same order. Fig. 6 illustrates the worst case occurring for the ASAP schedule. In this case, the source is only executed when the sink is blocked due to missing data elements. This occurs for instance, when the sink is waiting for data element 92. However, this data element is only produced, after all the other gray hatched data elements. As a consequence, for the linearized buffer model, a buffer is required which is able to store one image tile, hence 2046.1086 = 2221956 data elements (see also Table I ).
The rectangular buffer model requires the same amount of memory cells when sequential ASAP scheduling is performed. This is, because a pixel belonging to the left image tile and the corresponding pixel of the right image tile are never live simultaneously. In other words, the gray hatched line of the right image tile and the non-hatched line of the left tile can share the same buffer line, leading to an overall buffer size of exactly one image tile.
If we use a self-timed schedule, the required buffer size increases in comparison with the sequential ASAP execution. This is, because the sink has to read two tile lines in order to produce one line of the output image. Hence, while the sink reads the gray hatched lines of the first image tile, the source is able to produce twice the number of lines. As a consequence, the edge buffer must be approximately as large as two image tiles which can be confirmed by Table I . The latter one also shows, that the linearized buffer model is slightly better than the rectangular one.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have developed a new method for modeling and analysis of local image processing algorithms for efficient high level synthesis. We introduced a formalism able to represent the actor invocation orders of real-word applications. The edge buffers are linearized in production order for efficient memory allocation. For the presented examples, this leads to solutions comparable to hand-built implementations reducing the required buffer size up to 67% compared to the rectangular buffer model. The developed buffer analysis method can be integrated into a simulation environment and is able to process large problems in terms of the image size, using different scheduling strategies. We have shown the applicability of our approach by help of JPEG2000 decoder model. In a future step, the developed buffer model can be implemented in hardware, so that the modeled applications can be quickly brought to an FPGA platform.
